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ABSTRACT 

Oulu University of Applied Sciences 
Information Technology, Option of Software Development  
 
 
Author: Abdishakur Hassan 
Title of Bachelor´s thesis: Web Developer’s Diary 
Supervisor: Jukka Jauhiainen 
Term and year of completion: Spring 2020 Number of pages: 57 
 
 
This thesis has been conducted in Comille Oy customer’s projects. Comille Oy provides Software 
development services, digital services, IT services and solutions for internal and external 
customers. This thesis is a result of daily development work at Comille Oy. 
 
The aim of the thesis was to learn and develop Laravel development environment skills and acquire 
new skills regarding the Ruby on Rails web-development framework while developing customer 
projects. 
 
The entries of the thesis were made on a weekly basis, the entries describe daily development 
work, tasks, and solutions that were provided to solve the tasks. The entries also describe some 
general web development tools, concepts, and terms that were encountered and used during the 
development process. 
 
This thesis describes the daily work of a Junior Web developer’s job and gives a clear reflection of 
a normal working day of a Web developer. As a developer, the work consists of designing and 
implementing a functional application according to the client’s specifications, programming, 
integrating data from database and testing. 
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VOCUBULARY 

AJAX     Asynchronous JavaScript And Xml 

API     Application Programming Interface 

COC    Convention Over Configuration 

CMS    Content Management System 

CRUD    Create Read Update Delete 

CSS    Cascading Style Sheets 

DRY    Do Not Repeat Yourself 

ERB    Embedded Ruby 

ERP    Enterprise Resource Planning 

HTML    Hypertext Markup Language 

HTTP    Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

JSON    JavaScript Object Notation 

MVC    Model View Controller 

PHP    Hypertext Preprocessor 

REST    Representational State Transfer 

ROR    Ruby on Rails 

SASS    Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets 
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SPA    Single Page Application 

SQL    Structured Query Language 

UI    User Interface 

URL    Uniform Resource Locator 

Slim    Slim is a Ruby template language. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The thesis is a diary-based thesis which describes my daily development work as a junior developer 
at Comille Oy for eight weeks. During this period, I have documented my overall work, all the tasks 
that I was assigned to, their solutions and the steps that were taken to come up with a solution. 
The thesis describes daily tasks tools that have been used while working on the given tasks. I 
participated in different customer projects, and I was a member of a development team that 
consisted of three people. All the development work was done at the company’s office which is in 
Kempele. 
 
The thesis does not mention detailed information about the projects or the customers but there will 
be a brief description about which project I worked with at any given day and the tasks that I have 
done for that project. The diary is mainly about what I have done for each day. 
 
The basis of the thesis was to acquire new skills about web development using different frameworks 
at the same time while applying the skills that had been already acquired from the school or by self-
taught. Prior to the start of the thesis, the essential skills that are needed are basic web 
development skills, such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, a version control system such as Git, and 
overall understanding of how a web application works. Other skills that might help as a developer 
are good communication skills, problem-solving and an ability to learn quickly. 
 
The daily responsibilities varied according to the project. The main responsibilities were creating 
new products and maintenance work for existing products. The Maintenance work was mainly bug-
fixing, implementing new functionalities on existing products, updating existing functionalities and 
adopting the product to the changing environment. The main aim of the maintenance work is to 
create a totally new feature or requirement, improve the overall performance of the application, and 
the customer experience and minimize technical errors. As a web developer, the maintenance work 
helps to get familiar with the tools and systems. It also gives an opportunity to learn from past 
development mistakes and solutions.  
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2 TECHNOLOGY 

This chapter provides a short description and an overview of the technologies and architecture 
used during the development process in different projects. 

2.1 Laravel 

Laravel is a PHP based web framework (1). The Laravel framework makes it easier to develop a 
web application because it provides a ready setup, architecture, and dependency packages that 
are readily available for the programmer. Laravel uses the MVC model. 

2.2 Rails 

Rails is a web application framework which was written in Ruby (2). Rails has a lot of ready-made 
features that help the developer to focus on the actual application logic. Rails has the Ruby 
programming language which is nicely readable and easier to code than the traditional object-
oriented programming languages. Rails is an MVC based framework and it has other paradigms, 
such as convention over configuration (COC) (3) and it does not repeat itself (DRY) (4). 

2.3  MVC 

MVC (5) is an acronym for “Model View Controller”. MVC is a software architecture that divides the 
application into three parts: the model, the view, and the controller.  
The model manages the data and its fundamental behaviors. It responds to requests for information 
and instruction to modify the state of the information. 
The view provides a user interface for the application and it is the representation layer of the 
information. The view is where the user of the application normally interacts with the application. 
The controller receives a user input and converts the input into commands that make calls to model 
objects and the view to perform appropriate actions. The MVC architecture gives an application a 
better structure that makes it easier to work with the application.  
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2.4 REST API 

REST (6) stands for Representational State Transfer. It is an architectural style for an API (the 
Application Programming Interface). An API is an interface that allows applications to communicate 
with each other (7). For an API to be RESTful, it must adhere to six guiding constraints which are: 

• Client – Server separation 

• Uniform interface 

• Stateless 

• Layered system 

• Cacheable 

• Code-on-demand (optional) 
 
Client – server separation 
 
The client and server act independently. The interaction between them is only in the form of 
requests. The client makes a request and the server returns a response to the client. 
 
Uniform interface 
 
A RESTful API must follow the same rules to communicate with each other. A Uniform interface 
result is the one that requests from different clients to look the same. 
 
Stateless 
 
A Server does not store a session state. The server does not remember which resource the user 
of the API requested or what kind of request the user made. 
 
Layered system 
 
Individual components cannot see beyond the immediate level they interact with. Between the 
client’s request and server’s response, there might be a middle layer, such as a security layer or 
other functionality. 
 
Cacheable 
This means that the data within a response to a request must be labelled as cacheable or non-
cacheable. 
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Code-on-demand (optional) 
 
The client can request code from the server and then execute that code. 
 
Figure 1 shows how a REST API works. For example, a client wants to get a resource, such as a 
list of users, a photo or an article. The client sends a request to a server using a GET HTTP method, 
the server returns a response usually formatted in JSON which contains the requested data. In this 
case a list of users, a photo or an article is returned from the server. Other available HTTP methods 
are POST for creating new resource, the PUT method for updating and the DELETE method for 
deleting. 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1. REST API 
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3 PROJECTS 

This chapter provides a short description about the projects that I have worked with. 

3.1 Autolle.com 

Autolle.com is a car dealership website that sales new and used cars. Autolle.com is a project that 
was developed with the Laravel framework. The project uses Vue.js (8) in the front-end, PHP in the 
backend and the MySQL database (9). 
Autolle.com has two sections, the main website section and the Admin section. The main website 
section is used by the end-user to search, buy, sell cars, make a payment for reservations and 
contact Autolle.com. There are also other services that are available the main website. The Admin 
section is mainly used by Autolle.com staff. The Admin section is used for updating the main 
website contents, processing customer orders and managing website users. Autolle.com 
Homepage is shown below. 

 
  

FIGURE 2. Autolle.com Homepage. 
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3.2 RK (Rahoituskumppani) 

Rahoituskumppani is a website that provides financial services for vehicles. Rahoituskumppani is 
a project that was developed with the Ruby on Rails web development framework. The project uses 
the jQuery JavaScript library (10) and the PostgreSQL database (11). 
Rahoituskumppani has an Admin side and a main website section. The Admin side is used by 
Rahoituskumppani staff for processing customer applications and managing the contents of the 
website. The main website section is used by the customers to make a funding application and to 
get more information about different available services. Figure 3 shows the Rahoituskumppani 
Homepage. 
 

  
 
FIGURE 3. Rahoituskumppani Homepage. 

3.3 Aliisari 

Aliisari is a website that provides private and business leasing services. The Aliisari project was 
developed with Ruby on Rails framework. It uses jQuery JavaScript library and PostgreSQL 
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database. The website has an Admin section that is used by Aliisari staff and a Main page section 
that is used by Aliisari customers. Aliisari Homepage is shown in figure 4. 

 
 
 
FIGURE 4. Aliisari Homepage. 

3.4 Nettix Pro REST API 

Nettix Pro (12) is a REST API service that is used by Autolle.com and RK websites. The Nettix Pro 
provides an Enterprise resource planning (ERP) (13) system for car dealership companies. The 
Nettix Pro tool helps companies to manage inventory, quotation and reporting. 
 
Autolle.com and RK send a GET request to the Nettix Pro REST API, for example, to get a list of 
cars that are available for sale. The Nettix pro REST API returns a JSON response that has the 
requested resource which is a list of all available cars for sale. After receiving the resource, 
Autolle.com and RK save or update the data to their local databases for future reuse because the 
API request is made four times per hour. The local database is used on the website.  
Figure 5 shows how Autolle.com and RK websites use the Nettix Pro REST API. An example of a 
response from the Nettix Pro REST API is shown in figure 6 and 7. 
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FIGURE 5. How Autolle.com and RK websites use Nettix Pro REST API 
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FIGURE 6. Example Nettix Pro REST API response (14) 
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FIGURE 7. Example Nettix Pro REST API response 
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4 DIARY ENTRIES 

This section will hold all the diary entries for eight weeks about my daily work at Comille Oy. At the 
end of each week there will be an analysis about the whole week. 

4.1 Week 1 

4.1.1 Monday 23.3 

I started to work on a new landing page for private leasing cars. The task was to make a fully 
functioning landing page that shows all the cars that are available for private leasing. The task 
included adding new columns to the database to control the details of the private leasing cars from 
the Admin side. In this task I used the Laravel framework and the task was done with Vue.js, which 
is JavaScript framework for building user interfaces, HTML, Sass and Bootstrap. 
 
Laravel framework uses a Blade templating engine. Blade is a view that renders PHP code, Vue.js 
components, HTML and CSS styles. Blade outputs a nice representation of all these codes and it 
is what the user of the application sees. (15.) 
 
The landing page consists of different Vue.js components. Vue.js components are custom elements 
that consist of HTML elements, JavaScript code and CSS styles. A component is a reusable 
element that can be used in different places throughout the application. (16.) The landing page will 
have a search component, which is used for searching cars, a card component which shows an 
image and a detail summary of one car. The card is clickable and redirects to a single car page. To 
use these components together I have created another parent component that takes a search 
component and a card component as a children component. The parent can pass data to the 
children components through Props. Props makes the child component to accept data from the 
parent component (17). 
 
I have added a column to the cars table in the database to hold the details for all the private leasing 
cars. These details are read from the database through a Controller and then the values are passed 
to the View. The Controller responds to user actions and requests. The action in this case is to 
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fetch all private leasing cars and pass them to the Blade template, which is the View. The View 
also passes down this data to the Vue.js component which renders the data one by one. 
 
I spent the day creating the placeholder’s data in the database and displaying the placeholders on 
the landing page. 

4.1.2 Tuesday 24.3 

Today, I continued with the same task as yesterday and started working the Admin side. The Admin 
or the Admin panel is an administration section on the website that controls the creation of contents 
for the webpage. In this project I am using Laravel Nova (18). Laravel Nova is an administration 
panel tool for the Laravel framework, and it is mostly used with Laravel projects. I created a new 
section for controlling the private leasing cars. This section is responsible for displaying or hiding 
cars, editing, or removing details of every car. A car detail is a text or an attribute that describes 
more about a specific private leasing car. The Private leasing control panel is shown in figure 8. 

 
 
FIGURE 8. Private leasing control panel 

After I finished with the Admin side, I started outputting the data to the view and replaced all the 
placeholders with actual values that come from the database. These values from the database are 
controlled via the administration panel. Also, I added the ability to redirect to a single personal 
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leasing car. The landing page just shows an image and a summary text for every car that is 
available, and the single car page shows more useful details about the car, such as different images 
or car equipment (figure 9). 

 
 

FIGURE 9. Private leasing single car page 

I also implemented a search filter in the landing page. The search filter has only one input which 
takes one or more letters or word that is used as a keyword to filter out those cars that match the 
search criteria. The filter is simple JavaScript code that checks if the searched keyword is available 
in every attribute of the car. The search filter is responsive and shows the result of the search 
immediately as the user is typing. 
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A lot of debugging and testing was done especially in the admin panel side because the data fields 
in the admin side need to be controlled so that only allowed values can be inserted and may be 
modified. This implementation required frequent manual testing. 

4.1.3 Wednesday 25.3 

Today, I continued with the personal leasing landing page to implement more functionalities for the 
page. The task of the day was to implement a slider that calculates the monthly price approximation 
of every car. I created a Vue.js component which uses an NPM package module. The NPM module 
is JavaScript code that someone else has written and it is available in the NPM packages registry 
for download (19). Installed NPM packages are available in a “node_modules” folder in the current 
project environment. With the help of this external package, I have created a well-functioning slider 
that adjusts the prices according to the user’s requirements. 
 
I have more attributes from private leasing cars to the single car page, some of the attributes that I 
added are leasing periods, more description of each leasing package and a precalculated price per 
month. Some of these were already available on the main landing page. 
 
Today, I also had a meeting with the customer and presented a demo of already implemented 
functionalities for the project. I answered questions regarding some of the features and explained 
how the upcoming features will be integrated into the features that I had already achieved. After 
the meeting had ended, I immediately started implementing the recommendations of the customer. 

4.1.4 Thursday 26.3 

Today, I continued with the previous task and I added more database columns to the existing cars 
table. These columns are meant to hold different data sets which are meant to be used in the UI 
side. I also made an implementation of the business logic with PHP. The business logic is just a 
simple procedure that gets a value from a column in the database, performs an operation and then 
collects the outcome as JSON data and saves it back to the database. JSON is a format for storing 
data that uses a key value pair (20). A JSON example is shown below (Figure 10). 
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FIGURE 10. A JSON with two objects an array and an object 

After implementing the first part, the rest of the day went by debugging and reviewing the code. It 
all started after deploying changes to the server. These changes generated errors in the production 
environment. After spending few hours, I could not figure out what was the bug because the same 
code works in the development environment and not in the production environment. I sought help 
and found out that the errors were caused because of different package versions in the 
development and production environment. The production environment packages were updated 
using a composer and this solved the problem. A Composer is a tool that installs or updates 
dependency packages in the Laravel project. (21.) 

4.1.5 Friday 27.3 

Today, I started adding a header section to the private leasing landing page. The header consists 
of an image, icons, and texts of different styles. I also made the landing page to be responsive 
fitting different screen sizes, resized all the card components to the same size since all the images 
in the card are of different size thus affecting the card size and making some of them large and 
others small. 
 
I redesigned the single car page, added more fields to show data from the database. Also, I 
reimplemented the slider that calculates the price approximation, reduced the slider to one from 
two and reduced the code that makes the calculation based on the selection of the slider. 
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4.1.6 Week Analysis 

During this week, a full functioning landing page was achieved. An administration panel section for 
controlling the landing page was created. I fetched data from the database and presented it to the 
user. I implemented a Private leasing cars landing page and a Private leasing a single car page. I 
did a lot of refactoring, debugging and manual testing to make sure that things were working in the 
exact way as they were designed. 
 
During this week, I have implemented create, read, update, and destroy (CRUD) operations in the 
administration side and implemented the user interface that helps the user to interact with the 
application. 
 

4.2 Week 2 

4.2.1 Monday 30.3 

Today, I continued with the private leasing landing page implementation. The main work focused 
on the user interface and the overall page. I did some style changes, such as positioning of 
elements within the landing page so that makes it easy for the users to get information immediately 
as they visit the page. The style changes were modifying button sizes, applying different colors on 
different states, and aligning items. All these styles were implemented with CSS and Bootstrap. 
 
I also added pagination to the landing page. Pagination is reducing the length of items that can 
appear on one page at any given time. I implemented the pagination with JavaScript using the 
Vue.js component. The component is passed to a set of items as props. Then the component 
calculates the total number of the items and decides how many pages are needed to be created. I 
also integrated a contact form to the page. The form already existed on other pages so I just linked 
it to the landing page. 
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4.2.2 Tuesday 31.3 

The task today was to create a Task Scheduling Command which updates the details of private 
leasing cars. Task Scheduling in the Laravel framework is an automated task manager which 
executes a specific task or a command that performs a certain operation (22). To make use of the 
Task Scheduler I created a PHP custom class that implements the business logic. The class gets 
data from the database, performs business logic operations, and updates the database again with 
the newly modified values. For example, if the price of a car changes, this class performs an 
operation that updates other columns in the database that are linked to this price change. The Task 
Scheduler is assigned to run this task to immediately update the data when there is a change in 
the main source of the data. Figure 11 shows a Scheduling command that runs every hour for 
sending email. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 11. Schedule command that runs email sending task every hour 

I also added two new filters to the Admin side. A filter is code that sets a certain condition that 
needs to be fulfilled. The first filter separates the private leasing car contacts from other contacts 
from the webpage. The second filter sets the suitability of a car for private leasing, checks whether 
the car is available for leasing. 
 
I also made style changes, updated an existing page, and did some general bug fixes in different 
parts of the webpage. 

4.2.3 Wednesday 1.4 

Today, the task was to go through and understand the previous code base that integrates the 
Paytrail payment system to the website. Paytrail is an online payment service. (23.) 
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The payment process has five steps. Each step has its own form that collects specific details about 
the user, extra products, and services that the user is interested in, the delivery address and 
summary of the paid product and service. Figure 12 shows a simplified overview of the steps that 
are involved in the payment process. Each step has a lot of functionalities and options that the user 
can select according to their needs. 

 
FIGURE 12. Original payment process 

4.2.4 Thursday 2.4 

I reimplemented the existing code base of the Paytrail payment system for private leasing cars. I 
reduced the steps of the payment process from the current steps of five to three steps. All the 
optional selections were removed from this reduced version. The options were not needed since 
the user has already selected a suitable car for leasing and the only important step that is remaining 
is the payment. Figure 13 shows the reduced steps of the payment process. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 13. Reduced payment process 
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4.2.5 Friday 3.4 

Today, I have reduced further the steps of the Paytrail payment system integration to the private 
leasing page, the steps were reduced further because the details could be combined to one step 
to minimize the number of steps. After the reduction, there was only one step that consisted of two 
different forms; one form collected user information and the other one delivery location. The user 
must fill the form one to proceed with the payment. The task of combining two different forms to a 
single action was challenging. I solved the problem by using the same validation method for both 
forms and a method that collects all input field values from the forms and submit all at once. The 
final version of minimized steps is shown in figure 14. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 14. Minimized payment process 

 
I also added a new search result feature to the leasing car search filter. The feature was that if a 
user puts the price to the search field, the filter displays all the prices that are less than or equal to 
the given price (Figure 15). For example, a 250-euro search term gives a result of cars that have 
the price of 250 euro and less. I have also changed some styles, mainly fonts and spacing. I also 
added a tax-deductible mark to those cars that fulfill tax-deduction criteria. 
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FIGURE 15. Search result 

4.2.6 Week Analysis 

This week a lot was achieved. Most of the requirements for the landing page were implemented. 
The landing page was fully deployed successfully. Some of the main tasks of the week were overall 
style improvements: Task scheduling, understanding how the Paytrail payment system was 
integrated into the website, reducing payment steps from four to one and improving a private 
leasing car’s search filter. 
 
I have learnt a lot this week. Some of the tasks were challenging because the tasks involved 
creating database columns, saving user inputs, database queries, performing CRUD (Create, 
Read, Update, Destroy) operations, implementing business logic, testing and debugging. 

4.3 Week 3 

4.3.1 Monday 6.4 

Today, I started working on a new project Aliisari. Most of the day went installing project boilerplates 
from GitLab, a version control management platform. I installed and imported packages and set up 
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the development environment for this new project. The Aliisari project will be developed using the 
Ruby on Rails web development framework. 
 
I fixed a bug on the private leasing landing page. The bug was a null value and it was caused by a 
situation when an element or elements could not find one or more car’s attribute or car’s price or 
any other value that is related to the car. This was caused when a new car had been just added to 
the database that had not been given a price or any other attribute that is used on the private 
leasing landing page. I fixed this bug by adding a condition that checks if the car has all the needed 
attributes or not. If there are one or more missing attributes, the operation returns an empty value 
instead of null otherwise it will return the value itself. In PHP, a variable of data type NULL is a 
variable that has no value assigned to it. (24.) 

4.3.2 Tuesday 7.4 

I continued with the Aliisari project. I started working on the Home page. In this project I will be 
following a design template and I will be implementing all the pages and functionality according to 
the provided design. I added Navbar, a Hero section, text and image columns and a Footer section 
to the home page. I also added responsiveness to the page fitting different screen resolutions. I 
used HTML, Sass and Bootstrap. Figure 16 shows a mobile view of the Footer section. 
 
I updated the reservation fee for a private leasing car, and I also changed the content of the email 
notification on the private leasing landing page. Email notifications are normally sent when a user 
makes a reservation or a payment. Then the user is notified about these actions by email and the 
user is sent a short summary about the reservation or the payment. 
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FIGURE 16. Footer section 
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4.3.3 Wednesday 8.4 

I continued with the Aliisari project. Today, I reimplemented the Home page using Slim instead of 
HTML. Slim is a templating language that has reduced the HTML markup and syntax. It is basically 
an HTML without an opening or a closing tag. The figures below show the difference between 
normal HTML (figure 17) and Slim HTML elements (figure 18), the HTML and Slim output the same 
result as shown in (figure 19). 

 
FIGURE 17. HTML elements 

 
FIGURE 18. Slim elements 

 
 
FIGURE 19. Output of (figure 17) and (figure 18) code 

I positioned and cropped large images with CSS because this was according to the design. To fit 
the desired size, the images needed to be cropped to fit certain dimensions. The same cropping 
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could be achieved with Image Manipulation Software, such as Gimp or Photoshop, and just using 
it with two lines of CSS code instead of ten lines of code. 
 
I took part in a Ruby on Rails CMS meeting. The main discussion topic of the meeting was Alchemy 
CMS. Alchemy is an open source headless Content Management System engine which was written 
in Rails. (25.) CMS is normally used in the Administration side of a web application. The CMS helps 
to manage the content of the application, such as creating pre-styled custom web pages as well as 
administration and database management of the website. (26.) Although the topic was much more 
advanced than my level, I really understood the basic functionality about Alchemy CMS. 

4.3.4 Thursday 9.4 

Today, I continued implementing the frontpage design of the Aliisari project. I have added media 
queries to make the landing page responsive. A Media query is a rule that is applied when certain 
conditions are fulfilled, for example, reducing the font size when the screen width is 445 pixels or 
less (figure 20).  Responsive is a term used to describe when a webpage fits and scales well in all 
screen sizes. I have added a navigation menu for all screen sizes using the media queries that I 
had defined. All the styles were implemented using Sass. 
 
Today, I added a new Contact section to the private leasing project. The Contact section displays 
private leasing salespeople’s details. The details are their names, telephone numbers, department, 
and email addresses. The contact section is a Vue.js component that gets salespeople’s details 
from the database through a controller and the component renders these details inside the view. 
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FIGURE 20. Media query example 

4.3.5 Week Analysis 

This week it was all about Ruby on Rails. This was my first time I had developed a webpage with 
Ruby and Rails. It was a good experience and very interesting to be part of the Aliisari project. In 
the beginning I felt very uncomfortable with the Rails framework but as I introduced myself to the 
framework and got help from my workmates, I managed to understand the basics of the framework 
in a short period of time. 
 
I mainly worked this week on the client side. The Client side is all about what the user sees on the 
application. This includes buttons, images and different styles that are visible on the webpage. 

4.4 Week 4 

4.4.1 Tuesday 14.4 

I started working on an existing project RK. A senior developer was working on this project and due 
to the approaching deadline for the RK project, we needed to join forces and beat the deadline. 
Most of the features of the project are ready and have been already implemented. My work on the 
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RK project will be implementing new styles, modifying the existing styles and learning new 
approaches from the senior developer whom I am working with. In this project I will be also using 
Ruby on Rails, Sass and Slim HTML. 
 
I started implementing a landing page for a single car in the RK project. This landing page will be 
a template for a single car detail and it is used by a car’s list page to redirect the user if they want 
to get more information about a specific car. The landing page shows information about the car 
including the car’s images and all other details that are related to the car, such as make, model and 
year. As usual, I used Slim for the HTML markup and Sass for styles of the page. The landing page 
will also be using available common templates, such as the navigation bar and the footer. 
 
I made changes to the private leasing project’s business logic to match with the newly provided 
instructions. I also did some debugging. 

4.4.2 Wednesday 15.4 

I continued with the RK project’s single car detail page. I adjusted and improved overall styles, such 
as colors, fonts, and responsiveness of the page. Then I deployed the page to the production 
environment. 
 
I also jumped back to the Aliisari project. I added a new info text “Our website is under construction” 
for the website visitors. I have also added an estimation timer that shows the number of days, 
hours, minutes and seconds that are remaining until the launch of the site and the webpage will be 
back to life. I did some debugging. The images were not visible on the webpage because the image 
links were broken. I fixed this error by rearranging the files and folders of the project. 

4.4.3 Thursday 16.4 

I continued with the RK project. My task today was to implement a sub navigation menu in the Hero 
section of the home page. The Hero section is an outstanding section that displays special images, 
texts, buttons, or general short information about the website. It is normally on the front page where 
the visitor lands first, immediately as they visit the website. I implemented the sub navigation section 
by creating the HTML markup with Slim and I styled those elements with Sass. The sub navigation 
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is a horizontal list of tabs which contains an image and text that is describing what the section is 
about. A tab is a box area on the website which has a heading and a content. The tabs have a click 
event attached to them. A click event is an event that is triggered when an element has been clicked 
(27). When these tab elements are clicked, the content in the Hero section will change and display 
short information about the available services that the tab was indicating. 
 
I also did debugging and a new component implementation with the RK project co-worker. We 
debugged the main landing page using the Chrome developer tool. We printed debugging 
messages to the console. A console is a tool which is built in the browser and which is used for 
logging messages. The debugging was fixing small features of the overall styles of the Homepage 
that were implemented with CSS and JavaScript. 
 
I also improved the main navigation styles by adding a hover effect. It gives information to a user 
when the user’s mouse hovers over the navigation elements. 

4.4.4 Friday 17.4 

I changed and updated the private leasing business logic. There were not many changes to the 
previously implemented logic. I have added few extra steps. 
 
Today, I also introduced myself to Alchemy CMS implementation in the RK project. The CMS had 
been already implemented and working in the project. I went through the codebase of the different 
files that had been used to implement Alchemy CMS. I made a PostgreSQL database installation 
for testing the RK project. As usual, we as well did debugging of CSS and HTML with the RK 
project’s co-worker. 

4.4.5 Week Analysis 

This week I took part in different projects’ development work. I mainly worked on the front-end part 
of all the projects. There was only one project that included the server-side interaction. The front-
end involves mostly what the user of the application sees. In front-end web development HTML, 
CSS and JavaScript are used. HTML are elements that make up the structure of the web page. It 
is the backbone of the structure of the web page. CSS gives a suitable style to the HTML elements 
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that make up the web page. JavaScript makes the user to interact with the web application. Server 
side is the interaction of database and servers. The Server side gives the website dynamic contents 
that change over time because there is creating, retrieving, updating, and deleting of data. (28.) 

4.5 Week 5 

4.5.1 Monday 20.4 

Today, our development team had a brief meeting about the situation of the RK project. We 
measured our achievement so far and we estimated the main features that are yet to be 
implemented. We discussed about our next steps and how we will proceed with the project. 
 
After the meeting, I continued with CMS side CSS styling and debugging the previous styles to fit 
the newly implemented styles. 
 
At around noon I have switched from the RK project to the Autolle project. Autolle is the main project 
that I was working with at the start of my thesis. Private leasing landing page was part of the Autolle 
project.  
 
The task was to create two landing pages for car exchange (figure 21) and car financing (figure 
22). The landing pages would each have a description text about each service and would also have 
a form for the users to register for the service if they would like so. 
 
To implement the task, I used HTML, CSS, Bootstrap and PHP. The steps were creating a route 
for each landing page and creating a controller that both landing pages will share, each with it is 
own method in the controller. Figure 23 shows controller methods that render car financing and car 
exchange views. HTML, CSS, and Bootstrap were used inside the Blade. Blade renders all the 
HTML elements and the styles that were applied with CSS alongside Bootstrap. Blade’s output is 
what the user will see. PHP was used in the controller. The controller processes the requests from 
the user. For example, when the user submits a form, the controller validates the requests, checks 
if all the form fields are valid, and then it processes the form data and saves the data into the 
database using a Model. The controller also gives feedback if the process was successful or failed 
and notifies the user. 
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I had a problem when I was saving the form data into the database because there was a required 
field in the database that I forgot to include in the form fields. I managed to solve this problem by 
adding a new field to the form. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 21. Car exchange landing page 
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FIGURE 22. Car financing landing page 

 
 

FIGURE 23. Financing controller class that has public methods 
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4.5.2 Tuesday 21.4 

Today, I continued with the two landing pages of the Autolle project. I tested that both forms were 
sending data and saving that data to the database. I added a custom email notification message to 
the forms so that the salespeople will be notified that a new request of car exchange or car financing 
has been made. The email sending process had been already configured for the whole project. 
 
The form data is saved into an existing table in the database which has a relationship to another 
table in the database. This caused a problem because the forms in the car exchange and car 
financing will use only one table and must be provided for an ID (foreign key) that points to the 
other table. During testing, I have assigned an ID which was not unique to the forms. Normally row 
IDs are created and autoincremented automatically in the database. I solved this problem by 
assigning the foreign ID of 0 to all car exchange and car financing data. This will not point to any 
row in the relationship table because the other table ID starts with index 1 so there will be no index 
0. 
 
The above solution created a problem because when fetching data from the database in the admin 
side, it generated an error that the item with the foreign key 0 was not found and it broke the whole 
process of fetching the data. I solved this problem by adding a condition before fetching the data 
that fetches data from the other table if the ID is greater than 0, otherwise do not fetch data from 
that table. Both the forms were implemented in the same way. Only the contents were different, but 
the functionalities were the same. The reason that a zero ID was given is to know that there is no 
registered user, or the user is not available. This was done because the earlier implementation 
forced users to register in order to apply for the available services. 

4.5.3 Wednesday 22.4 

Today, I jump back to the RK project and I added new styles to the Main articles page of RK project. 
I added a list of cards that shows heading and summary of the article. I also added more styles to 
the Single article page that displays the content of the article. All the other functionalities, such as 
getting articles from the database, had been already implemented. My task was to add styles to 
make then match the overall style of the webpage. 
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I added a new text content to car financing and car exchange landing pages. 

4.5.4 Thursday 23.4 

Today, I continued with the RK project. I recreated the top navigation bar in the CMS side. The 
previous navigation was using Bootstrap and custom Sass styles, which created a lot of overlapping 
styles and it was not the final version. To minimize this overlapping of styles, I redesigned the HTML 
elements and used Sass and JavaScript to style the element. I also added a custom animated 
hamburger menu that indicates different states, such as whether a menu is open or not. Figure 24 
shows an open menu. 

 
FIGURE 24. Open menu 

I did more debugging with the RK project co-worker. We did together CSS and JavaScript 
debugging. We went through different files and started to review some sections of the code and did 
some refactoring. We also added new features, such as an on hover navigation. An on hover 
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navigation is navigating the website by just hovering the mouse over elements without clicking on 
the menu. We also added media queries to make the webpage responsive. 

4.5.5  Friday 24.4 

I continued with the RK project. I changed some basic styles, such as the changing colors in 
different states and fixing images sizes. 
 
Today, we solved together with my RK project co-worker a bug that was in the project. This bug 
was related to Turbolinks. Turbolinks is a JavaScript code that has been integrated with Ruby on 
Rails. Turbolinks makes the application behave like SPA (Single Page Application). It replaces the 
entire document body with a new one when the user switches between different pages in the 
application (29). The head of the document is not replaced. SPA is an application that works on a 
browser which does not need to reload a webpage when browsing different pages. 
 
The problem was that during browsing the website, going back and forth in the application, some 
of the pages that have inline JavaScript code throw an error that the elements have been already 
declared and freezes the event listeners, such as clicks. This is because Turbolinks caches the 
current page and adds to the application history and rerenders again when the user comes back to 
the page through the back button, Turbolinks tries to declare a variable that has been already 
declared thus throwing the error. The error will not occur if the application browsing is done via 
navigation links because the current content is replaced with a new content (30). 
 
We solved this problem by replacing all the variables that were declared with a let keyword to a 

var. One difference between let and var is that let is scoped inside the closing block {} which 

means that there will be a reference error if accessed outside the block. Variables declared with 
var are scoped to the immediate function body which means that they can be accessed outside the 
closed brackets (31). 

4.5.6 Week Analysis 

This week I did a lot of pair work with another developer, especially for debugging errors and 
refactoring of previous code. We solved together a lot of small annoying CSS and JavaScript errors. 
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I also implemented new landing pages that collect user inputs, saves them into the MySQL 
database and notifies the admin about the newly saved information by email. I also did more styling, 
added new styles to the existing elements and modified the old styles. 

4.6 Week 6 

4.6.1 Monday 27.4 

The task today was to add a discount voucher functionality to private leasing payments. The steps 
of the task are creating a new Voucher model, making database migration and making a controller 
to process and validate user requests. In the Laravel framework a model is a PHP class that has a 
functionality to interact with a database table. Each database table has a corresponding model. 
Models allow to query, insert and update data into the database (32). Database migration is a way 
of creating a database table or adding a column in the database from the application without 
creating the tables manually from a database manager. 
 
The validation process starts with an AJAX POST request (figure 25). AJAX is sending an HTTP 
request to the server. The POST request is an HTTP method that is used to send data to the server. 
The POST request is used to send a user input to the server. In this case the voucher serial number 
is sent to the server for validation. When the request is submitted to the server, the server returns 
a response. If the response is successful the voucher is valid, otherwise it is not valid. Figure 26 
shows a method that validates the voucher by checking if the voucher serial number is valid from 
the database. 
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FIGURE 25. POST request with axios from client side 

 
 
FIGURE 26. Validate voucher method in server side 
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The user of private leasing service will get a discount equivalent to the amount in the voucher. If 
the voucher is valid, there is an indication whether the voucher is valid or not. Figure 27 shows an 
example of a valid voucher. The user will immediately see a new total price after the discount. 
 

 
FIGURE 27. A valid voucher numbers 

4.6.2 Tuesday 28.4 

Today, I continued with discount voucher implementation. I added Voucher recourse management 
to the admin side. Here, the admin can create a new voucher or update an existing voucher, for 
example activate, deactivate, or change the amount of the discount voucher. 
 
I also added voucher functionality to the buy-car page. I added a user input to the buy-car landing 
page. All other functionality of the voucher is shared across the application. During the testing, I 
discovered that the voucher cannot be activated or deactivated from the admin side because there 
was a typo in the code. It took a while to find which part of the code was generating the error. 
 
In the afternoon I switched to the Aliisari project. I did not add any new elements. I refactored and 
changed the existing styles. I resized the images, changed colors, background, added sticky 
navigation bar, and added JavaScript events. I did a lot of small changes. 

4.6.3 Wednesday 29.4 

Today, I added “Services page”, “About us”, “More about our services” and “Contact pages” to the 
Aliisari project. The implementation of the pages followed a design that was already available. I 
used Slim HMTL, Sass and JavaScript to create all the above pages. 
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4.6.4 Thursday 30.4 

I continued the Contact page of the Aliisari project. I added contact form, company’s employees 
contact details and company details. I submitted the finished pages to my project co-worker to add 
form functionality, such as saving form data and creating database table. 
 
During noon, I have switched to the RK project to fix a bug. The bug was that images in the slide 
show component were of different sizes and the thumb nails stretched to fit the whole space 
available. I solved the problem by adding a quick fix solution which is limiting the height of the 
images, so the images cannot be bigger than a predefined height. If the image is too big and if the 
image is small, it cannot be smaller than the predefined height, so the image should be between 
these two predefined heights. 
 
At last I went back to the Aliisari project to fix broken styles of the contacts form. The styles broke 
because of the use of Ruby on Rails simple form component. I also added a confirmation page that 
notifies the users that their contact details have been submitted successfully. Finally, the first 
version of the Aliisari project was released. 

4.6.5 Week Analysis 

I worked with three different projects. I added voucher discount functionality to the Autolle project, 
refactored and added new landing pages to the Aliisari project. At the end of the week the Aliisari 
project was published ten hours before the deadline. I also fixed the slide shows bug in the RK 
project. 
 
We did a lot of teamwork. Our team was very productive this week. We managed to fix bugs in 
different projects, we discussed different ways to solve problems and we shared tips to overcome 
certain issues in the application development process. 
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4.7 Week 7 

4.7.1 Monday 4.5 

Today, I re-implemented the Autolle private leasing landing page. The reimplementation was 
necessary because the current search filter that I had implemented in my first week of my thesis 
work is not quite as effective as the main search of the main page and it is also visually different 
from the main search. The search filter had only one input field where the user needs to put the 
search keyword. This made mandatory for the users to type because there were no other options 
for selecting a search keyword such as dropdown menus, checkboxes, sliders or any other input 
types. 
 
The task was to use the main search component and integrate it into the private leasing landing 
page to replace the current search filter without modifying other functionalities. The main search 
consists of three Vue.js components. The first one has only one input field that accepts values, the 
second one has buttons for the different categories for example price and the third one is a modal 
that pops up when the buttons are clicked. The modal has other inputs, such as a slider and 
checkboxes for further selections. 
 
The main search component works in a way that when the user types a keyword or selects the 
search keyword from the options, the component sends an AJAX request to the server with the 
search keyword as parameters of the request. URL parameters or query are the portion of the URL 
that follow the question mark. The parameters consists of key value pairs. Figure 28 shows the 
different sections of the query string. 

 
FIGURE 28. Different sections of query string 
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After sending the request, a response will be received which may have one or more values that 
correspond the search keyword. These values are what is presented to the user. If the response is 
empty, the user is presented with a message “no search result”. This is the overview of how the 
main search component works. 
 
I replaced the previous search filter with the main search component. I tested that it and the landing 
page were working as before. 

4.7.2 Tuesday 5.5 

Today, I went through the form validation and submission process in the Aliisari project’s Contacts 
page. There was a bug in the form submission process. If the user fills some fields and leaves other 
fields unfilled and submits the form, the user gets a notification that all the required fields must be 
filled but it clears all the field values forcing the user to type again all the fields. The form was not 
keeping the details of already filled fields. 
 
The problem was that the data validation process was rerendering the form if there was an error in 
the submitted value. This was resetting all the fields thus forcing the user to fill in the fields again. 
We came up with two solutions, One is a simple solution where the submitted values are stored in 
a variable and if there is an error, the stored values are sent back to the user along with the 
message “please, fill all the required fields”. The sent back values are used to prefill the existing 
fields that have been already filled. The second solution is to save the fields values to the session 
storage. If there is an error and the user is redirected to the form page, the values stored in the 
session are read and prefilled in the fields that have been already filled. Both solutions solved the 
problem, but we used the latter one because we thought it is better than the first solution. 
 
I also did some refactoring of styles in the Aliisari project especially in the mobile view, I resized 
the font sizes and spaces between the elements. I also started the new landing page in RK project. 
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4.7.3 Wednesday 6.5 

I continued with the RK project’s landing page. The landing page consisted of headings, rows and 
columns that have texts, images and links that redirect to other pages on the website. I used Sass 
and Slim to implement the landing page. 
 
Today, I started learning how DataTables have been integrated into the RK project’s Admin side 
which is using Alchemy CMS. DataTables is a plug-in for the jQuery JavaScript library that is used 
to display a huge amount of data information into a table of rows and columns which have 
searching, sorting, filtering, and pagination functionalities (33). The main task was to find a way to 
modify the default styles of Alchemy CMS and to make the DataTables responsive to fit all available 
screens. 
 
Today, I also got a chance to learn more about Ruby and Rails from a Senior developer whom I 
was working with. We worked together mainly on RK project. I learnt about how the MVC design 
pattern works in the RK project, we went through the codebase of the project including the models, 
database schemas, views, and controller. I also learnt about best practices and conventions of 
coding. 

4.7.4 Thursday 7.5 

I continued testing the DataTables jQuery JavaScript library. To understand more about this library 
and how to modify it, I created a small project to test and try all DataTables functionalities. There 
are two main features that I was assigned to find. The first one is to able to have sub rows that 
expand when clicked on the open icon (figure 29). The idea is to put into these expandable rows 
extra information that is not part of the main rows. The other one is to assign different background 
colors to the rows according to a value that is coming from the database. For example, if a status 
value is “pending”, the background color of that row should be yellow and vice versa. 
 
As all the functionalities worked well in the small project, I switched to the main RK project to 
implement the tested features. The expanding feature worked well but the background colors 
feature did not work well. Some rows the background color was applied to, and others were not. I 
tried to figure out why this is happening, but I could not find a reason behind this strange action. I 
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thought that maybe it is Alchemy styles that are overriding the styles that I had implemented to 
change the background colors; I could not find a solution. 
 

 
 
FIGURE 29. Expanded sub row 

4.7.5 Friday 8.5 

I continued to find a solution for why the background color styles were not applied at all or were 
applied partially. I started making serious debugging of all the styles that make up the page. The 
page had several different styles Bootstrap, DataTables default styles, Alchemy default styles and 
the local styles. I used the Chrome developer tool for debugging but any other browser could be 
used. The developer tool helps diagnose problems. I used the styles section of the DevTools to 
see how different styles have been applied. 
 
After going through most of the elements styles, I discovered the problem. The problem was CSS 
Specificity (34). CSS Specificity is a weight that is applied to a given CSS declaration. The weight 
determines which style is applied to an element. The DataTables styles on the table were more 
specific than the styles that I had added, thus having no effect. I solved the problem by adding a 
transparent color to DataTables styles to make it easy for other background colors to be visible. 
For example, an element with an ID has more specificity than an element which has a class. In 
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Figure 30 CSS rule 1 is more specific than rule 2, 3 and 4. That is why the button’s text color is red. 
No matter of the order, text will be red because rule 1 is more specific. 
 

 
FIGURE 30. Specificity example 

After solving that problem, I added a color picker that the user can pick any color and apply to the 
background of the table’s row. This makes it easy for the user to identify the rows by color. 

4.7.6 Week Analysis 

This week was mainly about fixing bugs in different projects to make the applications work better 
and to increase the usability of the applications. This week I learnt more about the Ruby on Rails 
framework and I did more interaction with the framework. 
 
This week I learnt advanced features of the Ruby on Rails framework and had a chance to work 
closely with a senior develop. This gave me more experience towards the RoR framework and 
improved my RoR skills. 
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I replaced the private leasing search component to use the main page’s search component. I 
created the new landing page for the RK project and tested the DataTables jQuery library 
integration and modification in the RK project. 

4.8 Week 8 

4.8.1 Monday 11.5 

I continued working with the RK project’s Admin side. The Admin side uses Alchemy CMS. Today’s 
work was a continuation of last week’s work. I mostly worked with the Index and Edit page of the 
Admin section. The Admin section is a section that shows the list of details that were submitted by 
the users. All the functionalities in this section had been already implemented. My task was to make 
these pages easy to use and get information easily by the users of Admin section. I added more 
fields with extra information to the main Index page and I have also added more form input fields 
to the Edit details page. I modified overall styles of the Index page such as adding different styles 
for table rows, font sizes and adding spaces between elements. Also, I modified the Edit page and 
added buttons and more styles and made it responsive to fit all screen sizes. 
 
 Today I mostly worked with Sass, ERB and Slim, JavaScript and Ruby. 

4.8.2 Tuesday 12.5 

Continuing with the RK project, today I did mostly debugging and modifying overall styles of the 
Admin side. I added more input fields to the Edit view page and removed extra fields from main 
Index page. Today I also started investigating Admin side localization files and how they are 
implemented since the localization files are generated automatically with the Alchemy CMS Gem. 
Today I started debugging the main landing page of the RK project. The debugging was mainly 
about HTML tags modification, replacement, and rearrangement, also there were CSS style 
changes. 
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4.8.3 Wednesday 13.5 

I mostly did debugging of the RK project. The debugging was about the overall UI improvement of 
the RK project. I worked with HTML Slim and CSS styles. 

4.8.4 Thursday 14.5 

I started to work with the Autolle project. Today I mostly did Trello cards. Trello is a Web service 
that is used to organize projects (35). The tasks were mainly about fixing bugs and adding new 
features to the existing functionalities. The main task was to update the exchange car form. I 
included new fields that take user input and save it into the database. Today I mainly worked with 
Vuejs, HTML, Sass, PHP and the MySQL database. 

4.8.5 Friday 15.5 

I continued with the Autolle project. Today I worked with the reclamation form. The task was to add 
extra fields for the user to choose between different options. And according to the selected option, 
the user will give more details. The task consisted of working with the UI and the MySQL database. 
 
I also investigated car inspection processes codebase that consisted of several different PHP 
classes, Vuejs components and several database tables which are linked to each other. The 
findings were the start of solving the task which is needed to modify existing fields and steps and 
add new fields and features to the inspection process. 

4.8.6 Week Analysis 

This week was about fixing bugs and improving the overall application user interfaces for both RK 
and Autolle projects. New features were also added to the Autolle project. 
 
This week I worked with the wide range of tools such as Alchemy CMS, the Laravel Nova 
application panel, Ruby on Rails, HTML Slim, HTML, Sass, CSS, Bootstrap, jQuery, JavaScript, 
Vue.js, PHP and MySQL. 
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5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of the thesis was to learn and develop the skills for two webframeworks, PHP Laravel 
and Ruby on Rails at Comille Oy. The diary entries hold the development work for different 
customer projects for eight weeks. During these eight weeks, I have progressed in many ways as 
a web developer. At the start of my thesis some of the tools and frameworks used for the 
development at Comille Oy were totally new, some of them I had a basic understanding and others 
I was comfortable working with them. 
 
My first learning and development process started with the PHP Laravel webframework developing 
project. I have not participated in any new Laravel projects during the thesis. I have mainly done 
maintenance work, adding new features, fixing bugs, and modifying existing codebases. I have 
learnt a lot of things from this project. This project has improved my skills in understanding and 
reading large project codebases. The most challenging thing was adding new features to an 
existing project that I was new to. This was challenging because first you have to find where to add 
the feature to from the codebases and that needs going through multiple files that link to each other. 
Sometimes I spent more time going through the project files and reading the code line by line to 
understand the output. This process of going through the project files gave me a strong 
understanding of how all the pieces that consist of the big project fit together. This made it easier 
to add new features, modify and replace the existing features. 
 
The other framework that I have worked with is Ruby on Rails. This was the totally new framework. 
I did not have the previous experience before I started working with this framework. I have 
participated in two projects that were using the Ruby on Rails framework. I have learnt a lot of new 
skills from these two projects although my main area of work was client-side for both projects. Some 
of the things that I have learnt was the overall Rails project structure and architecture. I have also 
learnt working with new tools, working with databases, performing basic database operations, such 
as creating, updating, deleting and presenting the retrieved data to the view. After participating in 
these projects, I feel comfortable to take part in Ruby on Rails projects in the future. This was a 
good opportunity to learn new skills while applying them at the same time and developing a real 
application for a customer. These two projects have also improved my overall web development 
skills and I had a chance to experience the simplicity of the Ruby on Rails framework. 
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Apart from improving my programming and technical skills, I have also learnt the importance of 
teamwork in project development. Since I was a member of a development team, I had the chance 
to participate in team discussions involving different development related issues. Mostly we 
discussed possible ways to solve specific problems or ways to improve existing issues that are 
related to the current project, previous projects, or upcoming projects. In the discussion events, we 
asked ourselves many questions that are related to different scenarios that apply to the discussion 
topic and every member had a chance to give their argument. Team discussions simplified complex 
topics and made me understand them better. 
 
 Other skills that I have improved are problem-solving skills. All the projects that I have participated 
in had a specific issue that needed to be resolved, some of the issues were to find a better way to 
improve a feature, to find a bug or simply to find out why some features may not work as intended. 
To solve these issues, the source of the problem should be identified by researching or analyzing 
to find a proper and effective solution for the problem. Then the solution might be shared with the 
team for the further analysis or to be applied to solve the problem. I have used online searching to 
solve problems. There are a lot of recourses on the Internet which might help to simplify complex 
concepts that could be difficult to solve on your own. 
 
The overall work went well, and it has been a good learning opportunity for me. The most valuable 
experience I had was to develop real-world applications for customers. This improved my web 
development skills a lot and gave me a chance to realize that as a developer, I need to improve my 
skills continuously since the technologies used in one project might not be used in another project, 
although the overall concepts remain the same for the most of web applications. 
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